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Write Sparks 2021

Learning the craft of writing for theatre
JUTE Theatre Company conducts the highly successful annual Write Sparks 101 program
specifically designed for writers new to performance writing.
Do you have a story you feel passionate about? Is it bubbling away in your mind just waiting for a
chance to be heard somehow? Have you ever thought about learning the craft of writing for the
stage? Even if you have some experience in performance or performance writing, this course
gives you so much more than just the basics.
Write Sparks 101 offers an exciting professional development opportunity for writers living and
working in regional Queensland. The program will be offered live and/or online for those who
cannot attend in person.
JUTE is a new works theatre company and has been running writing development courses since
1998. In 2016, the company revamped the programs and Write Sparks was launched. Since
then, the program has helped 49 writers from regional Queensland to work towards their dream
of developing a story they are passionate about. In October 2019, the first of these writers
experienced her first professional production with JUTE; Sasi Victoire’s Alice in The Antipathies
was co-produced by JUTE and Masakini Theatre Company of Malaysia. In early 2020, Write
Sparks playwright Laurie Trott received a full production of her script To
' Kill A Cassowary
developed through the program (*post Co-VID19's note: due to the pandemic, the production was
postponed and successfully re-mounted in 2021). Many other writers from the Write Sparks
program are under consideration for productions in 2022 and beyond. You could be one of them!
Take this chance to participate in a professional development package that will guide you and a
group of like-minded writers through the writing process of developing new performance work.
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WRITE SPARKS CONTENT
WRITESparks 101- CONTENTS
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•

A fun, creative group environment to help inspire writers
tell the story burning inside.

•

9 modules of learning delivered over 3 weekend workshops that’s 45 hours of learning time with facilitator, Kathryn Ash, an
award- winning published playwright.

•

Practical exercises, worksheets, take-home reference materials
and a chance to experience Kathryn Ash’s own immersive audio
visualisations, Inspiration Sparks.

•

One hour of exclusive face-to-face consultation with Kathryn for
you to ask questions, gain specific insights into your story, and
create a guide to where to take your story next.

•

Inclusion into the Write Sparks group of writers, who support
and connect with each other as peers through an exclusive
Facebook page and through live events.

•

One free ticket to see a 2021/22 JUTE production in the company
of the Write Sparks family of writers with a post-show social gettogether with Kathryn to discuss the show.

•

A 10% discount to JUTE Actors Studio Term 3 or 4, 2021
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WRITESparks101
ROUND 2_2021 FULL SCHEDULE
RESIDENCY ONE: JULY 23.24.25
Module 1: Getting started
Module 2: Finding Story
Module 3: Seven Stages of Story- Part 1 Module
4: Seven Stages of Story- Part 2 Task setting what to do until the Residency 2

RESIDENCY TWO: JULY 30.31. AUGUST 1.
Module 5. The Big Idea
Module 6 The Hero
Module 7. The Villain and Other Characters
Module 8 + 9 - Putting it All Together
Task setting - Write a 10 minute scene or series of scenes of your play

RESIDENCY THREE: SEPTEMBER 3.4.5
Talking about the work you’ve developed
Dramaturgical masterclass
Readings- scenes of script from all participants to be read
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You must be:

o
o
o
o

Living in regional Queensland (MMM 2-7)
16 years and over
Available on ALL three weekends of the Write Sparks 101 program.
Give a sample of your creative writing

We are seeking applications from creatives from a broad spectrum of the Queensland regional
population, including under-represented communities with reference to cultural background,
disability, sexual orientation, gender identity, geographic and/ or socio-economic circumstance.
A limited number of full scholarships are available for this purpose.

Application process:
1. Applicants to complete the Expression of Interest (EOI) form and submit it along with a
sample of their creative writing to JUTE Theatre Company Creative Producer and Write
Sparks Facilitator, Kathryn Ash via email at kathryn@jute.com.au by Friday JULY 2,
2021.
2. Applications will be reviewed by the Artistic Director and Creative Producers of JUTE.
3. All applicants will be told the outcome of their application by Friday JULY 9, 2021.

Any questions? please contact Creative Producer and Writing Program facilitator, Kathryn Ash
at kathryn@jute.com.au or (07) 42816832
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Expression of Interest
Name:
Address:

Phone Number:
Email:
Website:
Do you identify strongly as one or more of the following (tick as many as apply):
Non-European Australian

First Nation

Person with a Disability

LGBTQI+

European Australian

Anglo-Celtic Australian

New Australian/Permanent Resident

Culturally or Linguistically Diverse Background

Tell us a little about your writing experience below.
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Do you have any experience with the theatre or performance? Experience is not a prerequisite, just asking
Yes
No

If Yes, please outline your experience below:

How would this learning experience help you in your professional development?
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Do you have an idea for a play? Write a short paragraph of what the story is about.

How is this story important to you? How is this story important to others?

I would attend this program via a live online platform
I would attend this program in person in Cairns
I have submitted a sample of my creative writing with this application.
Yes

No

Please submit this EOI along with a sample of your writing to JUTE Theatre Company by 5pm JULY 2 2021. EOIs are to
be submitted via email to kathryn@jute.com.au
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